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Web Developer Edition



Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for website

developers!

Free GPT Prompts



Why it's a timesaver: Understanding the best
tool or method for a task is crucial in web

development. With this prompt, web developers
can quickly get a refresher or deeper insight
into these two layout models, helping them
choose the right approach without sifting

through various articles or documentation.

"Explain the differences
and use cases between
Flexbox and CSS Grid for

layout design."



Why it's a timesaver: Instead of building
components from scratch or searching through

multiple online resources, developers can
obtain ready-to-use code snippets. This allows

them to have a foundational piece of code
which they can then customize, speeding up

development.
 

Try postprompting "make it cooler"!

"Provide a code snippet
for a responsive

navigation bar using
vanilla JavaScript and

CSS."



Why it's a timesaver: Performance optimization
is essential for web development, but it can

cover a vast array of topics. With this prompt,
developers can receive a condensed list of the

most important factors, ensuring that they don't
overlook critical optimization points without

trawling through extensive resources.

"Summarize the key
considerations for

optimizing website load
speed."



Why it's a timesaver: Debugging can be one of
the most time-consuming tasks in web

development. By providing context around a
specific error, developers can receive guidance
or potential solutions more quickly than if they
were to start their diagnosis from square one.

 
Feeding it all your javascript code as well as

page code helps with context.

 "Help me troubleshoot
this JavaScript error:

[specific error
message]."



Why it's a timesaver: Web accessibility is a
crucial and ethical consideration in web
development. This prompt offers a quick

rundown of key practices, allowing developers
to ensure their sites are inclusive without having

to undergo extensive research each time.
 

Try asking if certain hex code color combos are
WCAG compliant!

"List the best practices
for ensuring website

accessibility for visually
impaired users."



Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI



Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!
 

Have your own tips, favorite prompts, or want
exposure? Feel free to comment below!

Thanks for dropping by!
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